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abstract
The debate over dictatorship and democracy is a fundamental feature of the cultural and political landscape that gave rise to the strategies and approaches of intellectuals between the two world wars. Their conceptions of the two systems weighed heavily in their reflections as liberal democratic ideals lost credibility and fell into decline. It is often said that the revolutions in Russia in 1917 and Italy in 1922 pushed intellectuals to choose between socialism and fascism. The political situation in Catalonia offers suggestive insights into this dilemma. More specifically, the present paper examines the debate sparked among Catalan intellectuals by the kidnapping and assassination of a socialist member of the Italian parliament, Giacomo Matteotti (1885-1924). The Matteotti affair coincided with the publication of a series of articles exploring the connections between democracy and dictatorship. Notable among these pieces are the contributions of the conservative Catalan nationalist leader Francesc Cambó (1876-1947), who wrote for the newspaper La Veu de Catalunya. Cambó’s articles, reprinted later in the same year in a book on Italian fascism, Entorn del feixisme italià, spawned a bitter refutation of his position that reached beyond the historical context.
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The post-war period and the rise of dictatorial systems of government: Primo de Rivera and the Catalan regionalists

One of the most striking features of the years immediately following the First World War was how profoundly the panorama of European states had changed, and the Mediterranean area was no exception. The worldwide impact of the Russian Revolution of 1917 and the disappearance of ruling dynasties in Russia, Germany, Austria and the Ottoman Empire had set a new international stage. The very ideas of democracy and the liberal state entered into a pro-
tracted period of crisis. This crisis was visible in the collapse of states forged in the nineteenth century and it ushered in a period in which constitutional freedoms were suspended and dictatorial systems of government took power. On the shores of the Mediterranean, examples included Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece. The rapid chain of events in Italy served as a lesson for the entire Mediterranean. Starting in 1919, Italian society experienced an explosion of revolutionary activity known as the “Red Biennium”. The period was characterized not only by workers’ revolts and insurrections but also by mounting violence committed by fascist groups led by Benito Mussolini. The violence of Mussolini’s Blackshirts succeeded in overturning the will of the country’s last liberal government, which decided to hand power to Mussolini in late October 1922, after thousands of fascists had gathered in Rome.

The Catalan nationalist and republican Amadeu Hurtado (1875–1950), right-hand man of Francesc Macià and Niceto Alcalá Zamora, recalls in his memoirs that the leader of the Blackshirts had taken “power to impose his feverish nationalism on the country and firmly establish one of [the] many dictatorships of the period”. Interestingly, Hurtado himself drew an analogy between events in Russia and Italy, noting that the Italian dictatorship “marked the leading edge of the invading spirit of the Eastern hordes”. In the long debate on the nature of totalitarianism, liberal public opinion underscored the deep-seated analogies between socialist and fascist dictatorships. From early on, Catalan intellectuals linked to the autonomist and nationalist camps stressed the analogy between the differing dictatorships that were to mark the twentieth century.


5 The initial debate is explored in G. C. Cattini, “Democràcia versus dictadura: els intel·lectuals catalans entre la presa del poder del Mussolini i el cop d’Estat de Primo de Rivera” in S. Serra (coord.), *Les investigacions recents del món contemporni a la Mediterrània*, Palma: University of the Balearic Islands, under publication. On the impact of the First World War and the decade of the 1920s on Catalan intellectuals, see E. Ucelay de Cal, “La crisi de la postguerra” in P.
Similarly, international politics and European national movements came to play a crucial role in the articulation of the strategies and approaches of the political wing of Catalan nationalism.

On 29 October, back on the Italian peninsula, Mussolini took his first steps toward consolidating the so-called “fascist revolution”. He turned the Blackshirts into a regular police corps in the Volunteer Militia for National Security (MVSN) and pushed through electoral reform designed to secure him a solid governing majority. The new Acerbo election law, passed in November 1923, gave the party winning the largest share of the votes – provided that they had secured at least 25 percent of the votes – two-thirds of the seats in parliament. Under this new law, elections were called for April 1924. Amid widespread violence by the Blackshirts, victory went to the nationalist list (an umbrella grouping of the National Fascist Party, liberals and conservatives). The nationalist list gathered more than 61% of the votes, while opposition forces in parliament were almost completely annihilated. In May 1924, the moderate socialist Giacomo Matteotti alleged election fraud against the fascists and called for the results to be declared null and void. Matteotti had collected proof that showed how startling levels of corruption had enabled the fascists to take power. Bankers and industrialists had given huge sums of money to the fascists and, in return, expected to win contracts. The corruption had funded the creation of fascist chapters throughout Italy and rapidly filled the pockets of the movement’s supporters. Moreover, Matteotti had unearthed a two-pronged scandal of colossal proportions that threatened to topple the whole regime: first, the

---

state was trafficking in leftover war materials (from weapons to food and clothing), selling them at cut prices to merchants and businesspeople friendly to the regime; second, Mussolini intended to hand over monopoly control of the Italian petroleum market to the US giant Sinclair Oil. To avert public exposure of these scandals, a group of fascists kidnapped Matteotti in Rome on 10 June 1924. Mystery shrouded Matteotti’s disappearance until 16 August, when his remains were found in a ditch outside the Italian capital. In response, the opposition stormed out of Parliament, expecting the king to take action by calling for the resignation of the leader of the Blackshirts.

These events attracted widespread comment in the Spanish press, despite the censorship imposed by the military council of Primo de Rivera. At that time, dictatorship in Germany was still in its early stages. A conjunction of factors was to pave its way, principally the structural crisis of the post-war German state and the almost chronic presence of the military in public life. In addition, liberal regimes across Europe had fallen into disrepute and there was growing interest in what was called “Pretorianism”, which drew on anti-parliamentary theories in wide circulation since the end of the nineteenth century. For example, in stark contrast to the Spanish military uprisings of the eighteenth century, Primo de Rivera brought the military to power with the express aim of instilling the values and attitudes of the army in all citizens.

Another weighty reason for the coup can be traced to the economic and social crisis of the post-war period. Sweeping layoffs in the textile and steel industries soon led to armed conflict between the gunmen of the Free Trade Union and the anarchists. The death toll reached into the hundreds.

The Rif War in Morocco provided yet another cause. Army officials were critical of the parliament’s handling of the Disaster of Annual, a major military defeat for Spain. They deplored the defeatism and pacifism of liberal

---

politicians. The high command abhorred the decision of the liberal political class not to prosecute the war and finish off Abd el-Krim and his troops, particularly after the defeat at Annual in 1921, but instead to focus their priorities on downsizing and modernizing the army.

Lastly, nationalist momentum in Catalonia acted as a further crucial factor in the coup, particularly when it became evident that radicalized nationalist sectors had, on the one hand, gained ground in the Catalan working class and, on the other hand, joined with Basques and Galicians in the Triple Alliance of 1923.

Right from the start, the Italian dictatorship became a model for imitation and emulation by conservative movements throughout Europe. Primo de Rivera himself sought to imitate the Italian example. This new development features in most of the memoirs written by intellectuals of the time. For instance, the republican journalist Claudi Ametlla (1883-1968), wrote that fascist theories had poisoned the minds of men close to the Spanish dictator who then used these ideas to justify their grab for power. Hurtado, mentioned earlier, compared the Spanish dictatorship to a historical turning point, reached jointly with countries such as Russia, Italy, Greece, Portugal, Hungary and Turkey. The liberal regionalist Joan Garriga i Massó (1871-1956) insisted that social issues could not be resolved by “alternating weak, indecisive and ill-prepared governments” and fuelled speculation that King Alfonso XIII was “on the lookout for his Mussolini”. In the end, it was General Primo de Rivera who toppled the government. A portion of Catalan society greeted him eagerly, because it was thought that his repeated “regionalist” statements prior to the coup would result in accords with the Regionalist League (the *Lliga Regionalista*). Jaume Bofill i Mates (1878-1933), an intellectual and writer in the Noucentisme movement, wrote that a large section of Catalan society viewed the overthrow “with

---

10 Claudi Ametlla said of Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship: “The first part of the reign of the Dictatorship was particularly military in character; the second gave roles to civilians poisoned by the fascist theories that Mussolini had en throne in Italy in 1922. They tried hard to imitate the precedent set by the neighbouring peninsula. Without [this precedent], it is highly likely that we would never have known the anti-democratic regime, or it would have been nothing but a flash in the pan. It is common for military governments to want to justify themselves a posteriori with doctrines that, in this case, the Italian example produced in abundance” in C. Ametlla, *Memòries polítiques*. Vol. II, Barcelona: Distribucions Catalònia, 1979, p. 57.


a certain sense of relief”; it was believed that the military would put an end to social unrest in Catalonia, clean up Spanish politics and favour the demands of Catalan autonomists against the radical proposals of minority separatist sectors\textsuperscript{13}.

Puig Cadafalch, the architect and former president of the Mancomunitat of Catalonia, acknowledged this view when, in February 1930, he recalled that the coup had been well-received by Catalan regionalists and the Catalan bourgeoisie because everybody expected swift military action to return social peace to Catalonia and put a stop to the charade of democracy at the national level in Spain\textsuperscript{14}. Similarly, Francesc Cambó, the charismatic leader of the Regionalist League since 1917 and twice a minister in Spanish governments (1917-1921)\textsuperscript{15}, also admitted in his memoirs that Primo de Rivera, when he was Capitan-General of Catalonia, had laid the ground for his coup by garnering support in various Catalan cities and villages and cultivating good relationships with the top officials in the regionalist movement. Nonetheless, Cambó emphasized his complete non-participation in the events. He had recently retired from politics, in June 1923, and was sailing in Asia Minor at the time in question. In fact, when he read of the coup in the papers, he fired off telegrams to leading members of the Regionalist League instructing them to refrain from any participation or commitment to the dictatorial adventure\textsuperscript{16}.


Political forces opposed to conservative regionalism levelled accusations against the sector for providing cover to Primo de Rivera’s project. The warm reception given to the general by leading figures in the Regionalist League at the furniture trade fair l’Exposició del Moble on 14 September 1923 supported this speculation. In one of its ultimate issues before closure by the authorities, the anarchist newspaper Solidaridad Obrera attacked Cambó as a “wandering Jew”, out of the scene in Catalonia but certain to return as a minister as soon as the dictator appointed him. The republican newspaper El Imparcial lambasted the regionalists for applauding Primo de Rivera.\(^\text{17}\)

The Matteotti affair: international scandal and Cambó’s reflections

Contemporary observers could not fail to take note of the remarks made by Cambó in his renowned lecture at the Teatro del Centro in Madrid. To emerge from social, economic and political crisis, Cambó claimed, what was needed was an imposition of authority. In his view, “governments with the most solid structures at present are defined by one man and revolve around one man”\(^\text{18}\).

According to Garriga i Massó, Cambó had repeated his call for a dictatorial government of six months to carry out the legal changes needed in Spain. Primo de Rivera himself had spoken in his manifesto of “a promissory note due in three months”\(^\text{19}\).

Abolishing the prerogatives of the Mancomunitat and enacting harmful legislation attacking the Catalan language and symbols contributed to a new coolness and growing hostility among conservative regionalists toward Primo de Rivera.

Less than a year after the coup, news coming out of Italy took on special significance with the disappearance of the socialist deputy Giacomo Matteotti. The severity of the crime blemished Mussolini’s regime with an indelible stain.

---

\(^{17}\) Cf. “Alrededor del golpe de Estado” in Solidaridad Obrera, 21/IX/1923, p. 1. For the history of this newspaper, see S. Tavera, Solidaridad Obrera. El fer-se i desfer-se d’un diari anarcossindicalista (1915-1939), Barcelona: Diputació de Barcelona / Col·legi de periodistes de Catalunya, 1992 and for the period, see E. González Calleja, La España de Primo de Rivera… cit. and idem, El máuser y el sufragio. Orden público, subversión y violencia en la crisis de la Restauración, Madrid: csic, 1999.

\(^{18}\) F. Cambó, “L’actualitat social i política”, lecture given by Francesc Cambó in the Teatro del Centro in Madrid on 10 April 1920, reproduced in F. Cambó, El catalanisme regeneracionista, cit., p. 231-244, with the citation on p. 239.

\(^{19}\) J. Garriga i Massó, Memòries d’un liberal catalanista (1871-1939), cit., p. 261.
The negative light cast on his dictatorship could, *mutatis mutandis*, implicate any type of authoritarian regime, particularly the Spanish regime. Primo de Rivera himself had never hidden his sympathy for the leader of the Blackshirts. Columns appearing in the press most closely allied to the ideals of Catalan nationalism voiced unanimous condemnation. On 17 or 18 June, the regionalist newspaper *La Veu de Catalunya* gave over almost its entire foreign affairs section to the disappearance of the Italian socialist deputy. An anonymous editorial, which was undoubtedly penned by Joaquim Pellicena (1881–1938), the editor of *La Veu de Catalunya*, denounced the fascists’ constant resort to violence. He argued that, as in the case of the Irish nationalists, it threatened to plunge the country into a spiral of bloodshed that would be hard to stop.

From the pages of the republican newspaper *El Diluvio*, commentators focused on the need for all the press, fascist and non-fascist alike, to demand that moral law be re-established and justice done. For his part, the longtime republican Eusebi Corominas disparaged all brands of political radicalism and their “demagogic nonsense” and contrasted them with democracy, a regime characterized by freedom and respect toward its citizens. Corominas wrote: “a Government without the taint of absolutism is the supreme ideal of our politics.”

Some days later, an editorial in the same newspaper stressed that the better part of Italian public opinion was firm in calling for a return of parliamentary sovereignty to Italy.

---


23 E. Corominas Cornell, “Los radicalismos políticos”, *El Diluvio*, 22/VI/1924, p. 22. He continued to affirm that “the free citizen, with the ability to speak and write, to assemble with other citizens in order to discuss and set the basic rules of government, is, in my opinion, absolutely necessary for the highest function of a democratic regime, which involves the rule of law according to criteria that may be broader or more restrictive, but that never undermines rights, against which any disrespectful aim is criminal and worthy of punishment”.

On 27 June, the republican newspaper printed a visibly censored editorial conjecturing that Primo de Rivera had drawn inspiration from Mussolini’s government when he organized his military council. The newspaper’s view was that the Italian dictatorship had been wounded by the Matteotti affair and blasted the rhetoric used by the head of the fascist regime.

A special denunciation of fascism and a blunt condemnation of the Matteotti affair appeared in the pages of the *La Publicitat*, the mouthpiece of Acció Catalana. In one of the pieces, Josep Pla unhesitatingly compared fascism to a cancer on European society and he roundly condemned Mussolini and his Blackshirts for the assassination of the “poor Giacomo Matteotti.” Pla accused the Italian bourgeoisie of using the fascists to suppress the social demands of the workers’ movement. He also publicized notes from the Italian press detailing the arrests of numerous fascists throughout Italy. Pla’s articles attracted heavy cuts from the censors of Primo de Rivera’s military council.

From the pages of the newspaper of Acció Catalana, two contributions by J.V. Foix are especially noteworthy. On 1 July, Foix’s first piece featured an editor’s note reminding readers of contributors’ freedom of expression. In the article, Foix responded to articles written by Josep Pla, with whom Foix had sparred in 1920 from his column in the journal *Monitor*. Now Foix harked back to the spirit of that earlier controversy, underscoring “that we need to search Italian fascism for more than bourgeois reaction.” Foix singled out elements that he, as a Catalan nationalist, considered worthy of admiration: na-

---


tionalist revolution, heroism, youth, the renovation of the old politics, the spirit of self-sacrifice and, above all, the collective manifestation of a national spirit.

Ten days later, in response to accusations of philo-fascism, Foix wrote again on Mussolini’s regime, justifying his passion and his hopes in the Italian movement by holding it up to comparison with another movement that had fixed his attention and the attention of the whole world: the Soviet revolution. In Foix’s view, the two events both drew on Engel’s vision of revolution as “the most authoritarian of things: because it is an act whereby one part of the population imposes its will on another part through guns, bayonets and cannons”. Foix stressed that the real difference must be sought between defenders of democracy and proponents of dictatorship, regardless of whether it is the dictatorship of a class or of a nation. “Anyone who takes an interest in how the social and political struggles in Europe unfold,” Foix wrote, “must, from an intellectual point of view, put himself in one of two camps, the camp for Democracy or the camp for Dictatorship”. To conclude, he wrote that it was necessary to weep both for Matteotti assassinated in Italy and for all the Matteottis murdered in Russia or deported to Siberia.

In that same month of July 1924, the complexity of the debate on democracy and dictatorship occupied various editorials of the mouthpiece of Acció Catalana. The pieces took inspiration from reflections on the impact of the violence of the First World War in European countries and on the decency of democratic systems in contrast with the new dictatorships. Where the censors permitted, news reports addressed actions taken by the Primo de Rivera regime, including the removal of locally elected officials who were replaced by individuals directly appointed by the military council.

32 The author wrote that the champions of Democracy need to “fight tenaciously against fascist Rome and Bolshevik Moscow, the dictatorship of the nation state and the dictatorship of class [...] and voice the same indignation at the Italian secret police as at the Russian secret police. They [the champions of Democracy] must weep not only for Matteotti, assassinated so despicably in Italy, but also the Matteottis, socialists too, assassinated in Russia or deported to Siberia. It is not laudable to battle fascism with democratic catapults in the service of the army of communist social revolution [...]”
34 Cf. the editorial “Les crisis municipals” in La Publicitat, 24/VII/1924, which states: “Just as backlash from the two anti-democratic experiences of Russia and Italy will have given a new prestige to the democratic idea in the broadest international, social and political sphere, so will the fleeting experience of Spanish—and also Italian—municipalities lead to an analogous conclusion in the most limited sphere of public life. Even if democracy had no positive
Democracy, liberalism and dictatorship also stood at the centre of a series of nineteen articles on fascism written by Francesc Cambó in *La Veu de Catalunya* between 16 July and 15 October 1924. A few years later these articles were collected into a book that was translated into several languages.\(^{35}\)

Cambó took up the topic of fascism impelled by a comparison between Italy as he had known it in 1922, amid the Red Biennium, and Italy conditioned to fascist violence in 1924. From his first article, the conservative regionalist reflected on the impact of the First World War and how it had given birth to two movements, the Bolsheviks and the fascists, united by their “faithfully anti-democratic” natures and by their denial of popular sovereignty. They seized government “for the minority who, because of its audacity, its strength, its heroism, has won the right to govern over others” (16/IX). In another article, Cambó unwaveringly compared Lenin with Mussolini, although he also saw their sharp distinctions. He saw one, the socialist leader, as the paradigm of an ideologue, while the other was the personification of the man of action. He wrote: “Between Lenin and Mussolini, there is the chasm that separates the Slavic world from the Latin world; the East from the West; the solitary visionary who is consumed by his inner flames, from the Latin steeped in the air and the sun of the Mediterranean” (24/IX). The use of violence was typical of the Bolshevik and fascist regimes, but also typical of the Irish cause, and aspects of all these cases suggested the contradictory limits of government imposed by force (27/IX).

The Italian case also gave Cambó an opportunity to remark on the disrepute of parliament as an institution and he made clear allusions to Spanish virtues, it would have in its favour the fact that all other systems capable of replacing it are frankly worse”.

---

reality as it was before the coup of Primo de Rivera. The low standing of representative institutions was not peculiar to Italy. It was shared by a large number of European countries, particularly the Latin countries of the Mediterranean area. Moreover, it had existed prior to the First World War, although the conflict had served to foreground the contradictions in the political system. The regionalist leader noted that democratization and expanding the vote had not realized the ideal of the parliamentary democratic conception of the nineteenth century, which had promoted belief in “the substantive potential of abstract formulas” at the expense of “real values”, but had instead produced a reality of democratic farces, of cronyism and fraud (6/VIII). In Cambó’s view, this had been made possible because of Spain’s lack of civic culture. He thought that only countries where the people had a deeply ingrained sense of citizenship, such as Britain, could produce the conditions needed for genuine parliamentary democracy. He put this in stark contrast with the pantomime that had occurred in the Mediterranean area (13/VIII). Cambó viewed the coup as “appropriate and desirable” if it put a stop to “a system, a regime that was fruitless and abject, doomed to drive the country to ruin, debility and the liquidation of all the vital means and energies of a nation” (20/IX).

In other articles, Cambó analyzed the peculiar conditions that accounted for the triumph of fascism in Italy. He drew on political and economic history, but he also made appeals to pseudo-scientific theories on the southern nature of the Latin peoples, who were supposedly irrational and prone to support violent responses and insurrections and where the theorists of socialism had never been truly understood by the masses, who idolized their revolutionary leaders. Significantly, this theory is a focus of Cambó’s reflections in an article published only two weeks after the remains of Giacomo Matteotti were found (27/VIII).

The regionalist leader comments on the evolution of Mussolini and his ideas, noting how their adaptability to circumstances had enabled the republican fascism of 1919 to evolve into monarchical fascism by 1922. What had made the change possible was the pragmatic character of fascism, which subordinated everything to Italian imperialism, expansion and grandeur. In this context, Cambó was critical of Mussolini for allowing himself to be intimidated by the opposition after the Matteotti affair. Mussolini’s reaction had been to order the arrest of men at his side from the beginning. He had also replaced Emilio de Bono, Minister of the Interior, with Luigi Federzoni, an intellectual from the Italian nationalist camp who had not been an early proponent of the fascist cause. These actions, according to Cambó, showed great weakness on Mussolini’s part and signalled his coming end (1/X).

In his final articles, Cambó took stock of the “present and future of the fascist revolution” and once again compared the Bolshevik and fascist revolu-
tions. From the former, he thought that the world had learnt “the absolute failure of the communists’ total solution”, while the latter appeared to have left Italy “an irrefutably positive value”. Nevertheless, he expressed his regret that Mussolini had backtracked when it was time to push the “fascist revolution” to its ultimate consequences, which he called “the transformation of the State through the abolition or substantial alteration of the parliamentary regime”. In his view, this experience would have become the keystone of the system and a contribution to all Latin peoples.

Cambó also reiterated his support for democracy in his final articles, despite his view that mass action by the people had had a damaging effect in the Latin countries. Similarly, he denounced the impact of the growing interdependence of states with world politics and the global economy. Life in every country was being altered in ways that had been unthinkable in the past. Finally, Cambó argued for the need to create presidential regimes, as the United States had, in order to limit the disrepute of parliamentarianism and the dangers of falling into dictatorships. In the US, all the functions of executive power resided in the president, while the parliament was limited to legislative tasks.

Cambó’s predictions about Italy and the future of fascism were entirely at odds with the reality of what came next. Mussolini did not bow to parliamentary opposition. On 3 January 1925, he imposed fascism throughout Italian society. He banned members of the opposition from parliament and he prosecuted and prohibited associations, parties and trade unions that were hostile to fascism.

Within the framework of the law and under the eyes of the censors, publications linked to the cultural and political wings of Catalan nationalism followed the process with telling concern. The newspaper La Publicitat reaffirmed and defended the superiority of liberal democracy over dictatorial options then gaining increasing favour among intellectuals. The articles, chiefly

---

36 Or in Cambó’s words: “[If Mussolini had abolished Parliament] – if, contrary to what I believe possible, he would yet do it! – Mussolini and fascism would have done an invaluable service to the Latin peoples of Europe and principally to the peoples of the Iberian Peninsula. Whether the attempt failed or succeeded, whether an ideal formula was found or only the ineffectiveness of a formula proven, the value of the lesson would be considerable. And, in this matter, speaking of the new political institutions to be given to the people, it is better, if possible, that the attempt occur elsewhere than at home, because all too often such lessons come at a high price and the glory of receiving them is not always worth the sorrow and the hardship of the giving.” (4/X/ 1924)


25
written by Antoni Rovira Virgili, were later collected into a book that served as a genuine defence of democracy and liberalism. Rovira’s articles were imbued with the ideas of Benedetto Croce, whom Rovira himself had helped to introduce to Catalan readers, writing not only in La Publicitat but also in the new Revista de Catalunya. In the latter journal, Rovira also devoted a long article to the thought of Francesc Cambó, calling Cambó a “great engineer” and a competent administrator capable of “conquering material, mechanical and technical difficulties”. However, he was critical of Cambó as well, pointing out that he lacked two qualities essential for a good politician: “a fixed sense of direction” and “the ability to know men and perceive human realities”. In other words, Rovira accused Cambó of failing to link his politics to programmes but, instead, of acting in accordance to a realpolitik pragmatism that bowed to “subjectivism” rather than to any nuanced appreciation of reality.

Much sharper criticism of Cambó appeared in the federal republican organ El Diluvio. Of particular note is an article by Àngel Samblancat, who penned the harshest indictment of the regionalist politician. In Samblancat’s words, the author of Entorn del feixisme italià “once again demonstrated in this work his brutal positivism, his incomparable cynicism and his absolute disdain for intelligence and virtue”. He went on to charge Cambó with excessive indulgence toward the Italian dictator, arguing that “both men burnt with the same thirst for authority, hierarchy and discipline. Both feel the same appetite for Power, for Government, more or less absolute”.


The newspaper *El Diluvio* tirelessly criticized the deterioration of Italian politics, stating repeatedly that the direction of modern history was toward greater democracy in society. In this context, Samblancat’s article on Cambó articulated a contempt and an animosity that Catalan republicans did not try to hide. The roots of their animosity stretched back to Cambó’s alleged betrayal of the revolutionary aims of the summer of 1917, when an assembly of parliamentarians, convening in Barcelona, toyed with the idea of a workers’ strike in August, only to backtrack and throw their support to the government of national unity after the intervention of two members of parliament from the Regionalist League (Felip Rodés and Joan Ventosa). That was the prelude to a flurry of ministerial activity that was to bring Cambó into the government of national salvation led by Antoni Maura: first, in 1918, as minister of public works and transport, and then, in 1921, as finance minister.

At the outset of Spain’s Second Republic, Samblancat again levelled accusations at Cambó and Cambó’s men for their “nauseating materialism and Phoenicianism.” Added to these, the accusations of intellectuals from the socialist and communist left, Catalan and Spanish alike, pegged the leader of the Regionalist League as the chief apologist for the coup perpetrated by Primo de Rivera. Even though Cambó published the book *Les dictatures* in 1929, which spoke of his preference for democratic systems and noted the difficulty of emerging from a dictatorship, the radicalization of the intellectual debate fixed him as one of the men of the dictatorship, a moniker given to him by Joaquim Maurín (1896–1973) in his highly influential book of the time. Maurín, a communist intellectual, held the view that the Catalan regionalist had published *Entorn del feixisme italià* as a “guide to being a dictator”, while *Les dictatures* was

---


“the guide for the perfect dictator who wants to stop being one”46. Andreu Nin (1892–1937) was no less caustic, devoting his entire study *Les dictadures dels nostres dies*47 to a Marxist response to the content of Cambó’s book.

These contributions are a far cry from the discussions of dictatorship and democracy that heralded the first difficult post-war years in Europe, when many of the liberal states on the continent were collapsing in the face of dictatorial regimes set to hold power through the coming decades. The 1930s ushered in a period of increasingly embittered confrontation. Gradually, a part of the Catalan intelligentsia moved along a path of growing radicalization, enthralled by totalitarian regimes that seemed to personify the onset of a new stage in history.

Translation from Catalan by Joe Graham

---
